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Abstract
This paper aims to study and compare the narrative speed of two stories in Masnavi-i Ma’navi and their sources based on Gerald Prince’s theory of narratology. The main objective of the article is to find the types of narrative speed used in these stories to present the events and situations that have created the world of the narrated events. In this case, comparison of the speed of Molavi’s narratives with their sources is accompanied by the description of the causes contributing to their narrative speed. The results suggest that all sources of Molavi’s narratives, especially prose narratives, are characterized by the low frequency of narrative statements and the high frequency of scene presentation and abstraction which act as a means of inclusion of the sheikhs’ remarks as well as the indirect teaching of moral and mystical lessons of such remarks. Therefore, their non-trimmed narratives have high, relatively high and medium speed of narration. However, Molavi directly draws on mysticism and thoughts rooted in the Islamic-Iranian approach as well as different types of narrative techniques such as implication to prepare each naked and rapidly narrated story for inclusion of five types of narrative speed as well as slow and very slow narrative speed. In this manner, the final narratives are aesthetically characterized by higher diversity, and more thoroughness and pleasure of reading than their sources. Therefore, this suggests that Molavi had a significantly better narratological grip than his predecessors and many of his successors.
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Extended Abstract

1. Introduction
The present article aims to study and compare narrative speed in “The Story of Pir-e Changi Who at the Time of Omar Played Harp in the Graveyard for God” and “Sheikh Ahmad Khazruye’s Buying Halva for the Creditors” from Rumi’s Masnavi-i Ma’navi, based on Gerald Prince’s theory of narratology. The main objective of the article is to find the types of narrative speed used in these stories to present the events and situations that created the world of the narrated events. Also, the narrative speed of the stories are compared and the reasons for the difference between them are examined.

2. Theoretical Framework
Prince, by modifying and expanding Genet and Rimmon-Kennan’s theory (Safi, 2013, p. 42) about different states of narrative speed, has divided narrative speed into five categories: ellipsis, interruption, scene, abstract, and extension. The present article relies on the categorization of narrative space to compare the two stories in question in terms of their narrative speed.

3. Methodology
In this article, the comparative analysis method of narrative speed, based on Gerald Prince’s narratology theory, is used to analyze the above-mentioned stories from Masnavi-i Ma’navi and their sources, examine various instances of narrative speed in them, and identify similarities and difference between them, so that the reasons for the differences in narration speed of the stories from Masnavi-i Ma’navi and their sources are discovered.

4. Findings and Discussion
While the authors of the original sources used only a limited number of the five types of narrative speed, Rumi, by changing and developing each of these stories, made it possible for these stories to utilize more types of narration speed, making them aesthetically more diverse and
complete than their original sources. The comparison made between different types of narration speed indicates that there is a clear difference between stories written in verse and prose with regard to narrative diversity and speed. Poets before Rumi used a fast speed in their narration of the story as, unlike Rumi’s stories, interruption is not employed in the narration. Also, Rumi, using ideas rooted in Iranian-Islamic discourse and different narrative techniques, adopts a slow narration speed in these two stories, making them even richer and more complicated.

5. Conclusion
The analysis of these two stories and their original sources showed that in the original sources less narrative propositions and faster speed of narration were employed. However, in the stories narrated by Rumi, concepts from Iranian-Islamic discourse and different narrative techniques have been used and different categories of narration speed are employed, all giving the stories more diversity and richness.
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